
Installation of option 537: DAB (Digital Audio Broadcast Receiver) on R172 

(for US spec cars: 536 SDAR (Sirius or Satellite Digital Audio Receiver)) 

 

This work was done on a 2012 SLK55 with options 527 COMAND with single DVD player, 810 Harman 

Kardon and 518 Mediaplayer. Check the EPC for the exact parts needed for your car. 

 

Parts needed: 

- DAB tuner 

- Antenna splitter 

- Wiring harness to connect DAB to power and MOST 

- MOST cables 

 

Short overview of the work: 

Dismantle parts in the trunk to install DAB and route cabling to both rear SAM and front of the car. 

Dismantle interior by removing passenger seat and carpets for wiring the OEM way. 

Dismantle parts of the dashboard and A-pillar for installing the antenna amplifier and connect DAB to 

HU and UMI (or TV if you have it). 

Access ‘engineer’ menu on the HU to enable DAB. 

 

Details of the work: 

01 Open trunk and fold the trunk divider away  

02 Unscrew the four black plastic 10mm bolts holding 
the trunk divider on the trunk floor 

 

03 Take out the trunk divider  

04 Release the rear wall fabric from the plastic frame 
around the SAM. It is held in place on the top by 
three lips that have a hole in the lip. The plastic 
frame has bumps falling into these holes and thus 
holding the lips. 

 

05 Pull the rear wall fabric towards the rear of the car, 
it is still attached to the bottom of the trunk but 
there is no need to completely remove it. Use a 
weight to prevent it from flipping back up 

 

06 On the left of the rear SAM remove the Keyless Go 
control unit (white rectangular shaped box), it is 
held in place with four 8mm bolts from the bottom 
up 

On US spec cars the 'tele-aid' controller 
and its bracket may be in the way and 
may have to be removed too. I haven't 
seen it installed in person, so be 
creative here 

07 Install the two MOST cables into the MOST plug 
and plug this into the power plug (there is only one 
way it will fit) 

The longer cable goes to the HU, the 
shorter to the UMI. Watch the arrows 
on the plug for in- and output of the 
optical signal. 

08 Remove the green fuse holder from the red/violet 
power cable. The receptor of the fuse is held in 
place by barbs on both sides of the receptacle 

I gave up and cut the green plug in two 

09 Shorten the red/violet cable to your liking making 
sure that the receptacle of the fuse will fit the 
green fuse holder at position 84 with the wire 
position on the left side, and the wire having 
enough slack to reach the DAB position 

The length should be determined by 
allowing the DAB tuner to be removed 
from the bracket without disconnecting 
the plug first. 



10 Install the antenna plug onto the DAB and route 
the cable together with the blue wire from the 
power plug of the DAB to the bottom and to the 
right tie-wrapping where needed, same for both 
orange MOST wires lead them to the right forward 
corner of the trunk 

 

11 Install the DAB receiver by fixating it with the three 
8mm bolts and reinstall the keyless Go controller 

 

12 Take the brown wire to the left and cut it to length 
to reach the left ground point on the wheel arch, 
directly visible in the left corner of the trunk 

Keep enough slack to remove  the DAB 
from its bracket. 

13 Attach the grounding plate to the brown wire and 
attach to the 10mm bolt of the ground point 

 

14 Make sure the roof will fold without obstruction 
(mind the loose wiring in the trunk!) and without 
placing the trunk divider back, i.e. fool the actuator 
in the left trunk divider receiver 

!! The roof can be seriously damaged if 
there is still stuff in the way. If you’re 
unsure place the trunk divider back first 

15 Open the roof and lower all four windows  

16 Remove the centre speaker in the rear wall and the 
single screw beneath the speaker frame holding 
the plastic covering around the crash bars 

Use the plastic wedge tool, disconnect 
the plug(s) 

17 Loosen both left and right rear speakers, leave 
them dangling on the seat belts 

Use the plastic wedge tool 

18 Remove the covering around the crash bars by 
lifting it away 

The clamps on the bottom can get 
loose, keep the cover horizontal 

19 Unbolt the passenger seat: seat in the most 
backwards position reveals two 10mm bolts on the 
floor rails, moving seat to the most frontal position 
(including the back rest) reveals two more 10mm 
bolts on the floor rails 

Officially the bolts need replacing but 
they look OK to me after one removal… 
Use the special 10mm star patterned 
socket if you can, regular 10mm 
damage the points of the star shape. 

20 Lift and turn the passenger seat 90 degrees to the 
left, fold it over the tunnel the head rest under the 
steering wheel making sure the loom on the 
bottom of the chair remains moving freely 

The chair seat or frame should not rest 
on the floor 

21 Remove the bag on the rear wall by unhooking it, 
pull top sides outwards and to the front 

 

22 Free the carpet on the rear wall on the passenger 
side, remove the two plastic screw like holders 
manually (no tools), one on the top (easy grab) and 
one on the bottom (very flat) 

 

23 Remove the plastic tongue tying the rear wall 
carpet to the side by sliding it out atop 

The dipped end goes towards the top 

24 Release part of the rubber U shape pressing the 
carpet over the metal frame just as far to release 
the bottom right part of the carpet to access the 
metal plate that holds the safety belt retractor in 
place 

 

25 Unbolt the metal plate that holds the safety belt 
retractor, about a dozen 10mm bolts 

There is one bolt that is on a guiding rail 
just above the plate, don’t forget it 

26 Behind the safety belt retractor a foam like 
substance provides access to the rear. 

Get creative here to guide the antenna 
cable, the blue wire and both orange 



MOST cables (if no TV present, 
otherwise just one) to the front. I 
needed to close the roof again to gain 
access (and open it afterwards again) 
and sliding it on the outer side made a 
difference 

27 Guide the cables behind the metal frame holding 
the foam in place 

 

28 Guide all the wires through the cable duct, the first 
part can be done without releasing clips until it 
reaches the bottom of the car 

 

29 Re-install the safety belt retractor  

30 Remove the plastic sill covering the entry to the 
car, it is held in place with clamps just pull 
upwards, front part first and slide 1 inch to the 
front 

 

31 Remove floor mat  

32   

33   

34 Remove (right) sidewall protector in the passenger 
foot well, there is an oval shaped plastic hole that 
has a single bolt covered by a small black piece of 
covering to be removed with a tiny flatbed screw 
driver 

!! The complete covering is also held in 
place by one of the entry sill clamps and 
with a clamp of its own onto the metal 
frame of the car. Don’t tear on the 
plastic, pry the clamp loose from the car 

35 Fold back the total floor covering towards the 
tunnel, revealing the complete cable duct running 
from back to front  

I used a wooden 4x4 to prevent the 
covering from collapsing again 

36 The short orange MOST cable goes under the 
gearbox tunnel carpet under the armrest towards 
the UMI which is under the armrest storage. 

This should be the UMI input and DAB 
output MOST cable. 

37 Unclip  the top of the cable duct 'everywhere' 
enabling you to stuff the cables in there, tie 
wrapping where needed (one blue MOST wakeup, 
one black antenna and one orange MOST) 

 

38 Leave the front most cable duct open, the rest can 
be closed again 

 

39 In the front most cable duct there is a flexible 
plastic tube with only blue wires going in, one side 
only. Pull the existing wires from the tube and tie 
the DAB blue wire in, replacing the tube 

This is the Z10, the MOST wake-up 
connection point: 2 inches long, half an 
inch in diameter. Shorten the DAB blue 
wire as appropriate 

40 Close the cable duct  

41 The orange MOST cable goes under the carpet of 
the transmission tunnel towards the HU.  

Installation of the MOST is dealt with 
later on 

42 Remove the plastic covering of the side of the 
dashboard, that is against the door when it is 
closed 

Using the plastic wedge tool starting on 
the top, than the middle, than unhook 
the covering from the dashboard 

43 Guide the black antenna wire upwards towards the 
A-pillar and leave hanging from the open side of 
the dashboard 

 

44 Remove the right sun visor, unscrew three bolts  



45 Unclip the A-pillar covering starting from the 
overhead control panel 

The vertical part needs to slide a little 
up before it can be pulled towards the 
interior 

46 The A-pillar covering is still connected with wires 
onto the OCP, leave it like this, concentrate on the 
antenna splitter screwed onto the bottom of the A-
pillar just above the dashboard 

 

47 Remove the flat cable on top of the antenna 
splitter and the brown antenna present on the 
bottom 

 

48 Replace existing FM antenna splitter with DAB 
antenna splitter replacing the flat cable, brown 
coloured antenna plug (for AM/FM) and the beige 
coloured antenna plug for the DAB (digital signal) 

 

49 Bind the excess antenna wiring into the dashboard 
or pull back from the boot (if you can!) 

 

50 Reinstall the A-pillar covering and sun visor Sliding motion! Not just pressing. 

51 Reinstall the side dashboard covering Start at the bottom 

52 Fold the floor covering back into place  

53 Reinstall the rear wall carpet, the crash bar plastic 
covering, the passenger chair, all speakers 

 

54 Unhook the transmission lever covering, rear side 
first  

Using the plastic wedge 

55 Remove the four screws holding the aluminium 
covering in place, 2 long and 2 short (most front) 
ones in the front corner of the opening 

 

56 Open the armrest and remove a plastic cover 
towards the front revealing two more screws 
holding the aluminium covering in place 

Using the plastic wedge 

57 Remove aluminium covering, starting to pull at the 
left corner around the HU going to the right, then 
left and right down along the HU, lastly along the 
sides towards the armrest 

 

58 Unclip the plugs holding the aluminium cover 
installed controls 

You can get away with leaving the flat 
wire clipped, its long 

59 Remove the four screws holding the HU into the 
dashboard 

 

60 Remove the three plugs on the rear of the airco 
control. The left one is a push clip, the other two 
have the folding ‘bride’ securing them in place. 

 

61 Pull the HU out and disconnect the large plug in 
the left bottom corner on the rear by pushing its 
bracket up first, it will dislodge itself 

It’s better to disconnect all plugs and 
put the HU aside. I did a juggling act 

62 Remove the orange optical cables from this plug 
(unclip) 

 

63 Remove the orange cable from the position with 
the arrow going from the HU and replace with the 
loose new one from the DAB 

HU output MOST (which goes to the 
UMI) is being replaced with DAB input 

64 Reinstall the HU plugs and place the HU back with 
its four screws 

 



65 Reinstall the airco plugs and plugs going into the 
aluminium covering 

One on the right front for interior 
lighting, one on the left front for the 
selector, one on the left rear for the 
joystick 

66 Reinstall aluminium covering by reinstalling the 
screws and transmission lever covering 

 

67 Reinstall passenger floor mat  

68 Close the roof  

69 Install 7.5 amp fuse in position 84  

70 Reinstall trunk rear wall covering and trunk divider  

71 Remove the thing you used to fool the trunk 
divider actuator 

 

72 Switch on the HU, and go to the engineering menu 
by pressing ‘hangup’ ‘#’ and ‘1’ simultaneously for 
5-10 seconds. 

 

73 Goto: ‘HW Setting’, ‘TGW Parameter’, ‘DAB’ and 
switch it on. Save by going up in the menu’s and 
select ‘End’. 

If you want to be sure, you can hold the 
on/off button depressed until the unit 
reboots. 

74 When you press the 'radio' button on the HU it 
now cycles through DAB too: DAB-FM-AM(= MW-
KW-LW), but you can choose it with the controller 
too in the ‘radio mode’ select the transmission 
wave 

Comand switches automatically from 
DAB to FM if the signal is too weak 

75 Go for a drive to test it out and relax a little  

 

Nice to know: 

You will need some creativity to get the wiring from the trunk into the interior. I used a special tool, a 

flexible tube that holds a 'grabber' mechanism inside. Some use a coat hanger wire. 

You will need to open and close the roof whilst missing the trunk divider that signals the computer 

it's OK to open or close the roof. I used a 17mm socket to fool the actuator. 

The battery can stay connected. 

Don't worry about the length of the wiring provided, MB provides too much. 

 

A little background on MOST: 

MOST is the optical system for audio equipment on the SLK. It needs a loop in which multiple audio 

or video equipment can be connected. For the 2012 SLK the maximum of equipment is: 

Radio (527), UMI (518), H/K amplifier (810), DAB (537) or SDAR (536), TV (865) 

The starting point is always the radio or Head Unit (HU). The software needs to know exactly in which 

position which equipment is placed. So a list with ordering them is kept between the different parts, 

this is contrary to what one expects since the devices in the loop identify themselves, but MB has 

made a ‘preferred order table’. To build a loop, the HU is connected to the UMI and, if nothing else, 

the UMI is looped back to the HU. Add an H&K and now the UMI is connected to the H&K instead of 

the HU and the H&K is looped back to the HU.  

The preferred MOST table can be seen in the engineering menu: option ‘HW setting’, ‘TGW 

parameter’, ‘MOST’. In my car: HU to TV to DAB to UMI to H&K to HU. If you install in the wrong 

order there will be an error in STAR but everything will work fine. 

 

Handy documentation already available on the SLK forum: 



Installing a SmartTop: http://www.slkworld.com/slk-r172-class-diy/22701-installing-r172-version-

smarttop-module.html 

Installing a rear view camera: http://www.slkworld.com/general-modifications-r172/73770-rear-

camera-info.html 

 

A1728203889  Antenna splitter handling AM/FM/Digital signals 

A1725406410 Antenna wire from DAB to splitter 

A1725406507  MOST wake-up and power wire on DAB 

A1669001105  DAB tuner (be sure to watch for DAB 1&2 support) 

N910112005000 3x 8mm nuts to fixate the DAB tuner 

5A fuse for rear SAM at position 84 

MOST Cables depending on the options you have: (you need two!) 

A1725403007 Wiring harness (DAB to HU) [LHD] *) 

A1725403107 Wiring harness (DAB to HU) [RHD] 

A1725402407 Wiring harness (DAB to HU, no 518, no 810) [LHD] 

A1725402507 Wiring harness (DAB to HU, no 518, no 810) [RHD] 

A1725400707 Wiring harness (DAB to HU, no 518, with 810) [LHD] 

A1725400807 Wiring harness (DAB to HU, no 518, with 810) [RHD] 

A1725400507 Wiring harness (DAB to UMI, MY801&802) [LHD] 

A1725408313 Wiring harness (DAB to UMI) [LHD] 

A1725400607 Wiring harness (DAB to UMI, MY801&802) [RHD] 

A1725408413 Wiring harness (DAB to UMI) [RHD] 

A1725401907 Wiring harness (H&K to TV) [LHD] 

A1725402007 Wiring harness (H&K to TV) [RHD] 

A1725403407 Wiring harness (SDARS to HU) [LHD] 

A1725402207 Wiring harness (SDARS to UMI, MY801&802) [LHD] 

A1725409113 Wiring harness (SDARS to UMI, MY803--809) [LHD] 

*) I used two of these, merging the MOST to the UMI behind the HU with the MOST of the DAB. 

http://www.kufatec.de/shop/media/images/popup/865_0.jpg for MOST cables in all lengths. 

About 6-8 hours of labour 

 

Preparation: 
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